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Decision N~. 82886 

BEFORE !HE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

ANGEL APPLIANCE 'SERVICE, 
a Corporation,' 

) 

. Complainant, Case No. 9494 
(Filed January 9, 1973; 
ar:.cnclcd Harch 1" 1973~ vs. 

PAC,IFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
COMPANY, a, Corporation,. 

Defendant. 

Hal Kassner, for Angel Appliance Service, 
complainant. 

Richard Sie~fried, Att:orney at Law, for 
the Paci 1c telephone and Telegraph 
Company, defendant. 

OPINION ------ .... - ...... 

This is a complaint by Angel Appliance Service (Angel) 
against The Pacific Telepbone and Telegraph Company (PT&T). A duly 
noticed pUblic hearing was held in this matter before Examiner 
Donald B. Jarvis in Los Angeles on June 25, 1973, and it was submitte<i 
on July 5, 1973. 

Angel complains of various practices of PT&T in connection 
witb yellow page advertising.!/ It seeks berei~ an order directing 
PT&'I' to combine all individual major appliance beadings, except for 
beating and air conditioning into one beading, or, in the alternative, 

that all headings for individual major appliances be combined into 
'one single heading for such appliance _ Angel also seeks· reparat:ions 

1/ An!;el is a PT&T customer whicb advertises in the yellow pages of 
nOt!' s North Hollywood Directory. Unless otherwise indiea.1:ed, 
fac1:s dealing with specific transactions between the parties 
relate to the North Hollywood Directory. 
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foX' certain acts alleged to have been done by PT&T. Finally, Angel 
seeks a cbangein the rule limiting PT&T's liability for errors 
or omissions. 

The material issues presented herein are as follows: 
(1) St'1ould PT~T be required to cocbine all individual major yellow 
page appliance headings, except for heating and air conditioning, 
into one heading'? (2) Should PT&T be required to combine yellOW' 
page headings foX' individual major appliances into a single heading 
for each appliance? (3) Has PT&T improperly or arbitrarily applied 
its yellow page tariff provisions or business'~ractices to Angel? 
(4) Should the Commission change the limitation of liability pr~ 
visions applicable to .PT&X'? 

The record indicates that when the yellow page heading 
for a partic~lar appliance does not combine sales and, repairs but 
contains separate ca.tegories, the sales beading precedes the one 
for repairs.~/ Angel's president testified, on tbe issue of com
bining headings,that on many occasions when a customer needs an 
appliance repairman more than one type of appliance may be in need 
of repair " He also testified tha't most appliance purchasers shop 
for the lowest price; that: yellow page advertising ha~ little influ
ence on appliance sales but does have a significant impact on the 
appliance repair b~siness and that various firms seek to gain an 
advantage in attracting repair business by placing predom:Lnantly 
repair advertisements under the sales headings of the partieular 
appliance involved. Angel's president also eontends that the use 
of multiple yellow page headings causes b~ to place additional 
advertising and generates, unnecessarily, greater revenues for PT&X. 

PT&T's staff manager - directory testified that a majority 
of yellow page directory users look for specific appliance beadings 
rather than for one broad heading. He also testified that some firms 

!/ The repairs heading sometimes refers to repairs and parts and 
is sometimes called service or servicing. . , 
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sell appliances, some service the:c, and some do both.. PT&T ,surveyed 
eight directories and found that less than 4S percent of the firms 
listed in appliance beadings advertised under both the sales and 
repair headings of a particular appliance. It was his opinion that 
putting both sales and repairs under a single heading for each 
appliance would be a disservice to a directory user. The seaff 
manager also testified that PT&T periodically surveys various 
headings and that when tbere is a high percentage of duplicate 
advertising., headings ar~ consolidated.. For example, when a PT&T 
survey showed more than a 90 perCe:l.t d1.1plication of listings. in 
the headings of Radio and r.l Sales and Radio and TV Service the 
headings were combined into one heading of Radio and tv Sales and 
serVice .. 

,On the record herein presented the Commission cannot find 
that PT&T bas acted arbitrarily or improperly by not combining 
yellow page headings for all individual major appliances into one 
heading or combining the sales'and repairs headings for each 
individual major appliance into one heading. 

Angel next complains about PT&T's refusal to list it under 
various a~pliance brand names or trademarks and tbe inclusion of 
firms and persons it claims should not have been included in,such 
listings. In Viviano v PT&T (l968) 69 CPUC 158 t:"e Commission 
held that: 

"P'X&T's duty, under Item 10 of its tariff, is tc:> use 
reasonable care in preventing the publication of 
misleading advertising. It is not a guarantor of 
the truth of an ad. $cction 17500 of the Business 
and Professions Code provides that: 

fIt is unlawful for ~ny ,erson, £i~, corporation 
or aSSOCiation, or any employee thereof with 
intent directly or indirectly to dispose of 
real or personal property or to perform services, 
professional or otherwise, or anything of any 
nature whatsoever or to induce the public to 
cnter into any obligation relating thereto, to 
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make or disseminate or cause to be made or 
disseminated before the public in this State, 
in any newspaper or other publication, or any 
advertising device, or by public outcry or 
proclamation, or in any other manner or means 
whatever, any statement, concerning such real 
or personal property or services, professional 
or otherwise, or concerning any circumstance 
or matter of fact connected ~th the proposed 
performance or disposition thereof, which is 
untrue or misleading, and wtlich is known, or 
which by the exercise of reasonable care should 
be know., to be untrue or misleading, or for 
any such person~ firm, or corporation to so 
make or disseminate or cause to be so made 
or disseminated any such statement as part of 
a plan or scheme with the intent not to· sell 
such personal property or services, professional 
or otherwise, so advertised at the price seated 
therein, or as so advertised.' 

Violation of Section 17500 is a misdemeanor punishable 
by a ca.xirnum of six months- imprisonment, or .a fine of 
$500, or both. (Business & :t>rofessions Code §17534; 
Penal Code §19.) It has been held that: 

'Irrespective of its truth or falsity, any statement 
which is deceptive or merely misleaCiing, without 
intent to deceive, violates the statute. peo!le v. 
Wahl r 1940, 39 cal. App. 2d Supp. 771; 100 P. a 
33U7 AudiO Fid~li Inc. v. Hi h Fidelit 
Recordings? nc., 4 

If PT&T acts properly under Item 10 of its tariff it 
is also protected under Section 17502 of the Business 
and Professions Code which provides that: 

'This article does not apply to any visual or sound 
radio broadcasting station or to any publisher of 
a newspaper, maga.zine, or other publica.tion, who' 
broadcasts or publishes an advertisement in good 
faith, without knowledge of its false, deeeptive, 
or misleading character. '" (68 CPUC 158, l67.) 

P'l'&T's staff manager testified that the owner has complete juris
diction over the use of its brand na:ne or trademark. He stated that 
some brand name and trademark owners purchase listings and furnish 
P1'&T with the names of dealers to be included thereunder. 'When 
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this occw:s, only the names furnished are included in the lis1:1ngs .. 
Where a brand name or trademark owner does not indicate who uy 
be included in a listing. under its name or trademark" PT&T will 
accept a listing if an advertiser supplies evidence that he is 
authorized to use the name or trademark. This policy is consonant 
with the duty to use reasonable care articulated in the Viviano case. 
The,record indicates t11at PT&T applied its brand name' and trademark 
listing policies to the listings challenged by Angel. This did ~ot 
constitute arbitrary or improper action by PT&T. 

Angel next challenges n&'I's refusal to .acctept without 
modification the text of proposed advertisements. In 1972, Angel 
proposed to include in certain of its advertisements the statement 

"we guarantee all parts for one year." FT&T refused to include 
the statement as proffered and required its modification. !be 
advertisements, as published,' contained the statement that: "We 
guarantee all parts for one year on an exchange basis. Notify us." 

PT&T, under the authority of its tariffs, has prO'Cllllgated 
various yellow page regulations. Included in ,.its Directory Department 
Standards for Yellow Pages Advertising Content,are the provisions 
dealing. with guarantees, which provide as follOW's: 

, 'GU.AR.AN'I'EE 

tf'!he use of tbe words ' guarante~ r or 'guaranteed 7' or words 
of similar meaning~is permitted if the terms or qualifica
tions are clearly and completely seated including full 
disclosure of: 

!he nature and extent of the guarantee, including: 
1. What product or part, thereof, is ~ranteed. 
2. ~lat characteristic or properties of the product 

or pa.rt; thereof, are covered by or excluded from 
the 81Jarantee. 

3. What is the duration of the guarantee. 
4. What anyone claiming. under the guarantee must do 

before the guarantor will fulfill his obligation, and 
The manner in which the zuarantor will perform, c.g. 'I a 
statement that the guarantor will repair, :eplace or 
refund on eithc:r .a. full or pro rata basiS, and 
'!he identity of the gua:antor, e.g. 'I clearly identifying 
whether the manu.facture: or retailer is the guarantor .. 
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"Where a full disclosure is to be made 7 a copy of the 
written ~rantee should be obtained by the sales 
representative •. 

"If the advertiser can not fulfill all of these require
ments, he may employ one of the following statements. 
Variations are not acceptable. 

'Ask us about our conditional guarantee.' 
'Let us tell you about our conditional guarantee 
for your protection.' 

"NOTE: Variations of wording for the 't'Wo short phrases 
are not acceptable as experience indicates; even minor 
changes 7 such as addition of 'written' before t guarantee, , 
can sometimes change meaning and create a.n erroneous 
~ression or confuse the user. With advertisers in 
the same line of business, appearing side by side in 
the Yellow Pages, it is especially important. to both 
users and advertisers that copy be factual. 

flB<>th users and advertisers are Telephone Company 
customers. The Telephone Companies, as ~ublishers 
of the Yellow Pages, must be ever mindful of this 
fact in maintaining high standards of copy. 'Guarantee' 
copy usually serves the purpose of conveying reliability. 
Where a guarantee has many conditions, or is otherwise 
not clear, the advertiser may be mucb better off to 
use anyone of a l~rge number of copy factors indicating 
reliability such as: years in bus:£.ness, prestige brands 
handled, references, etc .. 

"Some alternative copy suggestions to indicate reliability 
are: 

Expert services (workmanship) 
Quality service (workmanshi~) 
Personal supervision on each job 
Work done by expert craftsmen 
Quality since (year established) 
~e~ also 'Bait Advertising Copy' and 'Mlsleading 
Advertising Copy. 'If 

There are various reasons why n&! may desire to enforce 
high standards of advertising in it:s yellow pages.. Aside from lending 
support to a public policy calling for truth in advertiSing, it is 
to PT&T' s· advantage to require high copy stancLirds. 1'0 the extent: 
the yellow pages are relied upon anc1 utilizec1 by consumers,. additional 
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advertising revenues will likely be generated for PT&T. Furtbermore~ 

the life of a directory is approxima~ely 12 months. Advertising 
which appears therein is not as transitory as that which appears 
in certain other media. As a practical mat'ter, a misleading 
advertisement is not correctable for the life of a directory. PT&T 

may adopt reasonable standards for advertising copy which appears 
,in its yellow pages. Such standards must be applied equally, to-
all advertisers, without arbitrariness or discrimination. The 
standards applicable to the use of the word guarantee in yellow 
page advertising are not unreasonable. !here is no evidence to 
indicate that PT&! has treated Angel in .a different manner than 
any other advertiser in applying these standards. 

Arigel complains that n&1' does not furnish it timely . 
proofs for it to- review and ~ke changes in its advertising copy • 

. PT&T' s staff manager testified that its yellow page advertising 
orders are not taken subject 'Co approval of proofs prior to' pu.l:>lica
tion. A proof is furnisbed to an advertiser to check for accuracy~ 
not for the purpose of making changes. Angel has not established 
herein that this practice is ~nreasonable. The record indicates 
that there was a delay in furnishing Angel proofs for its. 1972 
yellow page adver~ising. However~ this delay was occasioned by a 
dispute between the parties. over a delinquent advertising bill. 
PT&T refused to accept and process any yellow page advertising from 
Angel until the delinquent bill was paid. After the bill was paid 
and the 1972 advertising was accepted there was no time ~o furnish 
proofs to Angel prior to the pu~licat1on date of the directory. We 
find that P.T&T did not act arbitrarily or unreasonably in connection 
with the 1972 proofs. 

Angel next contends that PT&T bas not properly applied 
its copy standard rules with respect ~o the contents.of·advertise
ments under a particular heading. Pl'&X's. staff manager testified 
that: 
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"A very basic rule ~hat we apply to· all businesses 
is that: All firms listed under a classified heading 
must be in the business defined by that heading, as 
interpreted by the telephone company.- Where separate 
headings are provided for various features of a business, 
that is, sales and service or repairing, wholesale and 
retail, et cetera, advertisements of firms qualified' 
to list thereunder ~t predominantly feature the 
business described by the heading. 

"!his is a judgmental process; and if ads are requested 
that do not predominantly feature the business as 
described by the heading, 'We talk to the advertiser 
and ask that they ei,eher feature the business described 
the heading or put tbe ad under the proper heading,. 

"However, this does not prevent an advertiser from 
advertising other phases of his business in the same 
ad. . For example, a sales ad may also emphasize 
repairing so long as; that isn't the predominant 
copy in the ad." (RT 50.) 

There is evidence whiCh indicates thatPI&I bas not properly applied 
its rule to various appliance sales advertisements. 

In the 1971 directory, there appeared at page 883 under 
the beading Refrigerators & Freezers' (the sales heading) an adver
tiseme'O.e for General Applia.nce Service. The text of the, one quarter 
page advertisement, omitting logos, telepbone numbex:s,3nd addresses, 
reads as follows :2] . 

"Specialists On 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
HOTPOINT 
Immediate 

24-aOOR SERVICE 
GENERAL .A2PLIANCE SERVICE 

THREE SERVICE S"!ATIONS." 

1/ The example does not completely reflect differences in the size 
of type which appear in the: advertise:nent. 
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The General Appliance Service advertisement clearly violates the 
predominant content rule. the advert1s~t which was under the 
sales heading deals entirely with service. It is unnecessary to 
cn1~rse the text of this decision by discussing the other violations 
indicated by the record. Specific findings with respeet thereto 
will hereafter be made. 

Angel eontends that PT&T' s viola'tioD. of its predominant 
content rule, by ineluding repair advertisements under sales headings, 
diminished the value of its repair advertisements in the categories 
where sueh violations oceurred. We agree. The Commission finds 
that the value of Angel's repair advcr~isemenes was diminished by 
10 percent in the instances during 1971, 1972,«lnd 1973, where we . , 

have found that PT&X improperly listed a repair advertisement under 
the preceding sales heading. 

Angel also contends that the Commission should change the 
rules Itmiting the liability of PI&T, so that it eould seek full 
compensation in court for the alleged negligent conduct of PT&!. 
The rules dealing with PT&T f s limitation of liability were eseablished 
in an investigation on the Commission1s own motion into the question 
of the limitation of liability for all telephone corporations in 

California. (71 CPUC 229.) Toe Commission's decision in the 
Limitation of Liability ease was based upon extensive hearings in 
which members of the publie, the Commission seaff,and telephone 
corporations participated. Angel has produced no evidence in this 
record which would indicate that the Commission should order that 
Pl'&T's .limitation of liability rule be changed. No. other: points 
require discussion. J~ Commission mal(es the following findings 
and conclusions. 
Findings of 'Fact 

1. When the yellow page heading for a particular appliance 
I 

does not combine thereunder sales and repairs but contains separate 
categories therefor, the sales heading precedes the one for repairs. 
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2.. There is no evidence in this record which would justify 
a finding that PT&T has acted improperly or arbitrarily in refusing 
to combine all individual major a.ppliances, except for beating and. 
air conditioning int~ one yellow page beading. 

3. There is no, evidence in this record ~icb would justify 
a finding that FT&T has acted improperly or arbitrarily in refusing 
to combine toe categories of sales and repairs into a single yellow 
page heading for each individual major appliance .. 

4.. T'tlere is no evidence in this record which would indicate 
that PI&T acted arbitrarily or improperly with respect to including 
or refusing to include Angel and others under brand name or trademark 
listings in tbe yellow pages. 

5. n&'!' s Standards for Yellow Page Advertising Content 
prOvide, witb respect to the use of the word guarantee, a.s ,follows: 

"GUARANXEE 
"The use of the words 'guarantee' or 'guaranteed,' or words 
of similar meaning, is permitted if the terms or qualifica
tions are clearly and completely stated including full 
disclosure of: 

The nature and extent of the guarantee, including: 
1.. What product or part, thereof, is gt;aranteed. 
2.. What characteristic or properties of the product 

or part, 'thereof, are covered by or excluded from. 
the guarantee .. 

3. What is the duration of toe guarantee .. 
4. Wha.t anyone elaiming under the guarantee must do 

before tbe guarantor will fulfill his obligation and 
The manner in which the guarantor will perform, e.g., a 
statement that the guarantor will repair, replace or 
refund on either a full or pro rata basis, and 
The identity of the guarantor, e.g., clearly identifying 
whether the manufacturer or retailer is the guarantor. 

''Where a full disclosure is to be made, a copy of the 
written guarantee should be obtained by the sales 
representative. 

"If the advertiser can not fulfill all of these rcquire
ments~ he may employ one of the following statements. 
Variations are not acceptable. 

'Ask us about our conditional guarantee.' 
'tet us tell you about our conditiona'l guarantee 
for' your protee'tion.' . 
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"NOTE: Variations of wording for the two short phrases 
are not acceptable as experience indicates; even minor 
changes, such as addition of 'written r before 'guarantee)' 
can sometimes change meaning and create .an erroneous 
impression or confUse the user. With advertisers in 
the same line of business) appearing side by side in 
the Yellow Pages, it is especially tmportant to both 
users and advertisers that copy be factual. 

":Soth users and advertisers are Telephone Company 
customers.. The Telephone Companies, as publishers 
of the Yellow :Pages, tlUst be (Ner mndful of this 
fact in maintaining, high standards of copy.. 'Guarantee I 
copy usually serves the purpose of conveying reliability. 
Where a guarantee has many conditions, or is otherwise 
not clear, the advertiser may be much better off to 
use anyone of a large number of copy factors indicating 
reliability such as: years in business, prestige brands 
handled, references, etc. 

"Some alternative copy suggestions to indicate reliability 
are: 

Expert services (workmanshi?) 
Quality service (workmanship) 
Personal supervision on each job 
Work done by expert craftsmen 
Quality since (year established). 
See also 'Bait Advertising Copyl and 'Misleading 
Advertising Copy. 'tt 

r~ere is no evidence in tb~ record which woulosu~port a findinZ 
that this standard is improper or unreasonable or that it has been 
applied to Angel in an improPer or unreasonable manner. 

6. PT&T yellow page advertising orders ~re not taken subject 
to approval by the customer of proofs prior to publication. A proof 
is furnished to an advertiser to check for accuracy, not for the 
purpose of making changes. There is no evidence herein which would 
sustain a finding tl,a,t this praceice is unreasonable. 

7 • There was a delay by PT&T' in furnishing Angel proofs for 
Angel's 1972 yellow page advertising. This delay was· occasioned, by 
a dispute between the parties over a delinquent advertising bill. 
PT&T refused to accept and process ~ny yellow page advertising from 
Angel until the delinquent bill was pa.id.. After payment was made 
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and the 1972 advertisicg accepted~ there was no time to furnish 
proofs to Angel prior to the publication of the directory. PT&l 
did not act arbitrarily or unreasonably in connection with the 1972 
proofs. 

8. One of PT&T' s yellow page classification rules provides 
that in order to be included under a !leading, an advertisement must 
predominantly feature the business described by the heading,. 

9. The 1971 yellow pages of the North Hollywood Directory 
included the following advertisements under the sales heading, for 
the type of appliances set forth, when these advertisements did not 
predominantly relate to sales: 

Advertiser 
Grezer's Service 

Heading 
Dishwashinz 

Machines 345 
A-ABC Ap~liance Refrigerators & 
of California Freezer$ 882 

General Appliance Refrigerators & 
Service Freezers 883 

This advertising diminished the value of Angel's advertisements 
under the headings of Dishwasbing Machines,' Repairing & Parts, and 
Refrigerators & Freezers, Repairing & Parts, by 10 percent. 

10. The cost of Angel's yellow page advertising for 1971 under 
the heading of Dishwashing Machines, 'Repairing & Parts, was $134.75 
per month for a total of $1,617.00. The cost of Angel's yellow 
page advertising for 1971 under the heading of Refrigerator$ & 
Freezers, Repairing & Parts, was $8.75 per month for a total of 
$105.00. Angel should have received a credit allowance from PT&T 
of $172.20 for the year 1971. No discrimination will result from 
the payment of interest on reparations for said amount. 

11. The 1972 yellow pages of the North Hollywood Directory 
included the following advertisements under the sales heading for 
the type of appliances set forth when these advertisements did not 
predominantly relate to sales: 
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Advertiser Heading Page 
Grezer's Service Disbwashing 

Machines 353-
A-ABC Appliance, Inc. Refrigerators & 

Freezers 894 
AHA Appliance Service Refrigerators & 

Freezers 895 
This advertising diminished the value of Angel's advertisements 
under the headings of Disbwashing Machines, R.epairing & Parts, and 
Refrigerators & Freezers, Repairing & Par~s, by 10 percent. 

l2. The cost of Angel's yellow page advertising for 1972 under 
the heading of DishwaShing Machines, Repairing & Parts, was $126.00 
per month for a total of $1,512.00 _ The cost of Angel r s yellow page 
advertising for 1972 under the heading of Refrigerators & Freezers, 
Repairing & Parts, was $123.00 per montb for a total of $1,476.00. 
Angel should have received a credit allowance from PT&T of $298.80 
for the year 1972. No· discrimination will result from the payment 
of interest on reparations for said amount. 

13. The 1973 yellow pages of the North Hollywood;' Directory 
included the follOwing advertisement under the sales heading for 
Disbwasb.ing Machines, when said advertisement did not predominantly 

I 

relate to sales: 
Advertiser Heading Page 

Grezer's Service Dishwashing 
. Machines 384 

I 

This advertisement dtminishcd the value of Angel's advertisements 
under the head.ing of Disbwashing Machines, Repairing & Parts., by 
10'percent. 

14. The cost of Angel's yellow page advertising for 1973 under 
the' heading of Dishwashing Machines, Repairing & Parts, was $128.75 
per month for a total of $1,545.00. Angel should receive a credit 
allowance from. PT&T of $154.50 for the year 1973. No discrimination 
will result from the payment of interest on reparations for said 
amount. 
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15. There is no evidence in this record which would require 
the Commission to change or modify its rules deal~g with the 
limitation of liability for california telephone corporations as 
promulgated in the Limitation of Liability ease, 71 C~C 229. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Pl'&T should be ordered to pay Angel reparations of' $172.20 , 
for the year 1971, with interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum ,; 
from. December 31, 1971. ~ 

2. PT&T should be ordered to pay Angel reparations of $298.80 
for the year 1972) with interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum 
from December 31, 1972. 

3. PT&T should be ordered to pay Angel reparations, of $154.50 
for the year 1973,,' with interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum 
from December 31" 1973. 

4. Angel is entitled to nO other relief in this- proceeding~' 

ORDER ..... ~ ..... ---. 
IT IS ORDERED tba t : 

1.. Toe Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company is ordered 
to pay Angel Appliance Service reparations in the amount of $172.20, 
with interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum from December 31,' 
1971 to the date of payment. 

2. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company is ordered 
to pay Angel Appliance Service reparations in the amount of $298.80 ~ 
with in'tcrcst at the rate of 7 percent per annum from December ~l, 
1972 to the date of payment. 
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3. The Pacific Telepoone. and Telegraph Company is ordered 
to pay Angel Appliance Service reparations 1~ the amount of $l54.50, 
with interest at the rate of 7 percent per annum from December 31, 
1973 to the date of payment. 

Tbe effective date of this order shall be twenty days 

after the date hereof. 
~-- -:dseo / ~ Dated at ___ ~_.r:_"401,10 ____ , California, this -2&t;Z, 

day of __ ~-.' ___ M_AY ___ , 1974 .. 

f-..:.--I _~ __ 

V 

Comm1S:;1oner n.oma:; Mora:.. bo1zlC· 
nece:;sar11y absent. ~1~' not participate 
1%'1 'the 41:])0:;1 tion 0: 'th1s .. proceed.1xlg •. 

Co:::l:l:l1::1:;1oncr D. W. Holmes. being 
:'J"e~:;5n.r1l7absol'l't.. 414 not. participate 
~:'J ~o ~~S~:;1~1on ot ~s proceed1ng.· 
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